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  HQ CONCENTRATED LIQUID CRYSTAL FLAX SEEDS 
LCD new formulation concentrated treatment cosmetic restorative action polishing
laminating. The largest concentration of flaxseed provides a high nourishment to the hair,
while the particles of crystals mineralized envelop the hair giving it exceptional shine.
Package : 50 ml bottle with dispenser. 

  HQ DYNAMIC MEMORY GEL 
Its innovative formula memory effect allows the hair the natural freedom of movement
without losing the fold. The humidity and wind stress, do not affect the style defined by
ensuring the stability of the original fold. Brilliance, extratenuta, wet look natural and long-
lasting are the sure result of this new formula, rich in crystals linseed.
Container: 100 ml bottle. 

  HQ NOURISHING MASK FRIZZY 
Cosmetic treatment with extract of flax seed, nourishing and balancing the roots to the
tips. Thanks for linseed and vitamin D making hair shiny, smooth, full-bodied and easy to
comb, docile and healthy.
Container: 300 ml bottle. 

  HQ WATER MOVE 
Ideal support for styling anti-frizz effect water, encases the hair with a thin sheath that
moisturizes and protects giving the result wet hair.
Container: 250 ml bottle. 

  ENERGYZING HQ - pure rain mask and minerals 
and flaxseed
With its energizing action, protects and moisturizes the hair, irrobustendoli and
restructuring them thoroughly, giving shine and vitality.
Container: 200 ml bottle. 

  HQ Brillig SHINING LIGHT 
A breath of light in the hair, gives an extreme shine and manageability. With flax seeds,
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leaves hair more bright and beautiful.
Container: 150 ml bottle. 

  HQ DYNAMIC SPRAY GLAZE 
GLAZE SPRAY creative and dynamic. Its special formula coats the hair with an elastic and
firm support without weighing it down. Its light anti-frizz effect gives hair a wet look
particularly bright.
Container: 250 ml bottle. 
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